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Abstract 

 Google has emerged as one of the leaders in sharing cultural heritage images publicly 

through its Google Arts & Culture initiative. How does this compare to classic databases 

available privately through universities and libraries like ARTstor? In this paper, I will analyze 

the overall cataloging of Paul Klee’s Rose Garden in these two image databases. Analysis will 

include image quality, quality of content, user interface and search features, along with overall 

strengths and liabilities of each system. A conclusion will be made about which system is the 

most successful at sharing quality information regarding cultural heritage images.  
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A Comparison of Google Arts & Culture and ARTstor: Paul Klee’s Rose Garden 

Access to images is becoming more important in modern culture as museums shift their 

focus to make their collections available to a vast number of people who come from a variety of 

backgrounds. Open Access and Creative Commons licensing and initiatives have aided in this 

movement, but it has not always been a raging success. Image quality and content shared with 

the public is not always accurate or of museum quality. Museums are able to partner with 

databases and institutions like ARTstor and Google Arts & Culture to make sure there is some 

control and that standards are placed on the information shared. This paper analyzes the overall 

cataloging of the content available on Google Arts & Culture and ARTstor for Paul Klee’s Rose 

Garden. This artwork was chosen because it was one of the only works I could find available on 

both databases. The physical artwork belongs to the Städtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus and 

Kunstbau located in München, Germany. Image quality of the digital surrogate, quality of 

content, search functionality, and analysis of the system will be explored.  

Description of Content 

 Google Arts & Culture is a public database with a large variety of cultural heritage 

content focusing on images. According to their homepage, Google Arts & Culture “features 

content from over 1200 leading museums and archives who have partnered with the Google 

Cultural Institute to bring the world’s treasures online.” Featured institutions who have partnered 

with this initiative include The Metropolitan Museum of Art (United States), Condé Nast 

Archive (United States), The Hagar Qim Archaeological Park (Malta), The Australian Ballet 

(Australia), and London College of Fashion (United Kingdom). There are many projects within 

Google Arts & Culture such as “We Wear Culture,” “The Castles of Loire,” “Art of Chinese 

Crafts,” and “Bruegel: Unseen Masterpieces.” The image and content holdings available on 
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Google Arts & Culture compiles a wide range of cultural heritage material in one place that is 

available digitally for everyone with an Internet connection.  

 ARTstor’s mission is a bit wordier, but can be summarized with its first sentence 

available on its website: “Founded with a mission to enhance scholarship and teaching through 

the use of digital images and media, ARTstor is a nonprofit organization committed to digital 

collection solutions for universities, museums, schools, and libraries worldwide.” ARTstor 

boasts that its database is always growing and currently includes over “2 million high-quality 

images for education and research from a wide variety of contributors around the world.” Users 

need access via their local or university library. A free trial is available on ARTstor’s website. 

 Upon going to the homepage of both of these databases, users will find a section with 

“featured collections,” a search bar, and other suggested navigation. The digital databases are 

similar as they are promoting the use of images immediately, along with the institutions who 

have digital surrogate images posted in these repositories, as well as collections for various 

topics. The users of Google Arts & Culture are likely to contain public constituents, art history 

lovers, scholars and researchers, and anyone interested in cultural heritage material. ARTstor’s 

users are likely to be more limited in scope and breadth since a subscription to the database is 

needed. ARTstor’s mission specifically mentions that their “primary goals are to assemble image 

collections from across many cultures and eras in support of educational and scholarly activities, 

and to work with the arts and educational communities…” The audience and accessibility is also 

evidenced in the user interface and searching capabilities of each database.  

Explanation of Search Features and Access Points 

Google Arts & Culture aims to be a public entity that makes cultural heritage material 

available to everyone, not just those who have access to a subscription database. The design of 
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the user interface is much more pleasant within Google Arts & Culture, but the actual navigation 

within ARTstor would be easier for a non-digital native to access images online. Google Arts & 

Culture gives users an easy way to browse their collection, but searching is a bit more difficult as 

the search bar is accessible only by a tiny magnifying glass icon at the top of the page near other 

Google icons which gives users access to their overall Google account. ARTstor provides users 

with advanced searching right on the homepage, but the browsing section does not provide any 

images upfront, so users need to analyze text to determine if it is worth clicking on a specific 

collection to browse.  

 The wording found in ARTstor is targeted to an academic user. The browse feature 

contains the headline topics of “geography,” “classification,” “collection,” and “teaching 

resources.” If an average public user gained access to ARTstor, they would probably not realize 

that by clicking on the “classification” link they will find a list containing various topics within 

art history such as “Photographs,” “Prints,” “Science, Technology, and Industry,” and “Fashion, 

Costume, and Jewelry.” Compared with Google Arts & Culture, one would be more apt to click 

on the “We Wear Culture” project to explore the fashion and costume collection rather than 

spending time exploring on ARTstor. A diverse array of images are shown on the homepage of 

Google Arts & Culture. Users of ARTstor will not see more than one image until they navigate a 

few webpages and make some searching decisions. Browsing by image to be inspired is not 

supported in ARTstor since users need to have an idea about content in their mind already. 

Decisions to navigate ARTstor include picking a collection or classification, a medium, and a 

geographic location to narrow results. If you do not go through this process and just click on a 

classification, then it will take an extended period of time to load all of the images.  
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Load time of webpages and images is an area where ARTstor is lacking. Google Arts & 

Culture has a lot of technology backing up their database and can load images within seconds. 

ARTstor needs to load the interface through the university’s library system and an older database 

structure, so searching and browsing takes much longer. Please see Appendices A and B for 

screenshots of the homepages of ARTstor and Google Arts & Culture, as well as the user 

interface for the browse functionality of the collections (ARTstor) and projects (Google Arts & 

Culture) features. In this paper, I am considering the “collections” feature of ARTstor to be 

equivalent with the “projects” feature of Google Arts & Culture.  

Description of System 

 Once a user finds a specific record within the database, they can learn information 

pertaining to that object. For comparison purposes, I will be analyzing Paul Klee’s Rose Garden. 

Screenshots of the object record information about this artwork found on Google Arts & Culture, 

ARTstor, and Städtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus and Kunstbau can be found in Appendix C. 

The information contained in Google Arts & Culture includes title, creator, date, physical 

dimensions, materials (type), and collection (institution). ARTstor includes a more robust set of 

data: creator, title, date, type, material, technique, measurements, style period, repository 

(institution), subjects, collection, ID number (accession number), source, rights, and download 

size. We can determine from the targeted audience why the information in a work’s object record 

is more comprehensive on ARTstor compared to that of Google Arts & Culture. Average public 

users browsing works will probably not care about the ID or accession number of the work, 

unless they were browsing on an institution’s website. The data in ARTstor can be a bit 

confusing because “repository” and “collection” are two different data points. “Repository” says 

Städtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus and Kunstbau, but “collection” states Minneapolis College of 
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Art and Design Collection. The source data field says that Allan T. Kohl from Minneapolis 

College of Art and Design provided the catalog data and image to ARTstor. It is unclear what 

this means exactly. It is easy to find Rose Garden on the website for Städtische Galerie im 

Lenbachhaus and Kunstbau, however I could not find information regarding this work’s 

relationship with Minneapolis College of Art and Design.  

 ARTstor allows users to download the images within their database, but is sure to include 

the rights and permissions associated with each artwork. There is a broad disclaimer that if the 

work is under copyright, then it is the user’s responsibility to contact the correct parties in order 

to obtain permission to use the image. Google Arts & Culture does not contain any way to 

download the image in their database. The only workaround is to take a screenshot of the image. 

A right-click and “save image as” maneuver does not work as the image is zoom-able and does 

not contain typical static digital image properties. Google Arts & Culture makes no mention of 

the rights and permissions of the work on their site. It can be assumed that there is an agreement 

between the institution and Google that is not considered public information. There is likely a 

general statement regarding the images and information shared in Google’s overall Terms of 

Service. Google Arts & Culture is part of Google’s overarching Google Cultural Institute.  

Strengths and Liabilities 

 Though ARTstor and Google Arts & Culture are both working with institutions to 

embody the mission of bringing easily accessible high-quality, digitized images of artwork, 

archives, and ephemera to users online, it is evident that neither of these databases is perfect. 

Google Arts & Culture contains very basic information on each object record, as seen in the Rose 

Garden example. ARTstor contains basic information, along with information that may not even 

be necessary. ARTstor is best if a user is looking to download an image rather than just view it 
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online. Both databases provide a zoom feature so that users are able to look closely at the image. 

This can aid in research as it is often difficult to get very close to a work of art in a museum due 

to space and safety restrictions. The user interface is more fluid in Google Arts & Culture and 

matches the interface experience across all other Google products. ARTstor’s database interface 

appears to be a bit dated and clunky. The fact that a user needs to browse using just words, not a 

combination of images and words, makes ARTstor a weak contender considering it is an image 

database. Google Arts & Culture includes images at every chance and allows users to be inspired 

by the images, making words secondary.  

 There may be subtle nuances in these databases, but the biggest liability is the 

information that is being conveyed to users. ARTstor is lacking in the accuracy of its records and 

image quality. The information that is contained on the Städtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus and 

Kunstbau website matches that of Google Arts & Culture. ARTstor wrongly proclaims the date 

of Rose Garden as 1921 instead of 1920. Though a small detail, this difference in information 

can make users question the validity of other information presented in ARTstor.  

In Appendix D, you can see the image of Paul Klee’s Rose Garden that is provided by 

ARTstor and Google Arts & Culture, along with the image that is provided by the institution that 

holds the physical entity. It is very clear, even at a quick glance, that the image provided by 

Google Arts & Culture is similar if not exactly comparable to the image provided digitally by 

Städtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus and Kunstbau. The image on ARTstor suffers from what 

cultural imaging specialists and art historians call “Yellow Milkmaid Syndrome.” Verwayen, et 

al. discusses “Yellow Milkmaid Syndrome” in an article titled The Problem of the Yellow 

Milkmaid. The article, along with one by Melissa Terras titled Opening Access to Collections: 

The Making and Using of Open Digitised Cultural Content, discuss the precautions museums 
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have taken in the past to keep their data closed from the public, including images. This results in 

visitors of museums taking photographs and circulating poor quality images online to make up 

for the lack of image availability. Many institutions began digitizing their collections and making 

them available so that they could diminish the Yellow Milkmaid Syndrome, a general term for 

bad images that contained poor color accuracy and no standards for cultural heritage imaging. 

This all started because Rijksmuseum did not have a high-quality digital surrogate available on 

its website of Vermeer’s painting, The Milkmaid, which prompted users and visitors of the 

museum to disseminate low-quality images that contained a yellow color cast, inventing the 

phrase “Yellow Milkmaid Syndrome.” This proved that users did not care to have a 100% 

accurate image of the painting, but cared more about having any digital surrogate at all available. 

It is evident in the comparison of images in Appendix D that the image available of Rose Garden 

on ARTstor suffers from Yellow Milkmaid Syndrome. Color inaccuracy and proclaiming the 

wrong date of creation are two inexactitudes that overshadow any other credibility of ARTstor. 

Critical Assessment and Conclusion 

 It appears that Google is taking over many sectors of the world which can give people 

pause. However, if the people of Google are doing it with grace and accuracy, then I do not think 

there is need to worry. This paper discussed the data available for artworks and other cultural 

images available from Google Arts & Culture in comparison to ARTstor. ARTstor is still a 

leading academic database where users can obtain information about cultural heritage images, 

but it is clear that Google is quickly becoming a contender in the field of digital surrogate image 

dissemination in the cultural sector. For two databases that are primarily built on the foundation 

of sharing cultural heritage images, there is a clear strength in Google Arts & Culture as they 

actually incorporate the images within each function of the database. The inaccuracies presented 
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by ARTstor reduce the database’s credibility severely. In an unbiased comparison of the same 

artwork available on both Google Arts & Culture and ARTstor, I think it is clear that one of 

these databases surpasses the other. I anticipate that the main reasons users will need an image is 

to do research and have accurate information, which Google Arts & Culture provides both in 

data and image quality. If browsing images, Google Arts & Culture makes it easy to see a variety 

of images as soon as a user enters the webpage. These strengths are greater than the academic 

relationship and history that ARTstor may have. It is useful to compare the information provided 

by the collecting institution, in this case Städtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus and Kunstbau, to 

ensure that the database is citing the most accurate information. In the case of Paul Klee’s Rose 

Garden, Google Arts & Culture matched the information provided by the collection who owns 

this work with 100% accuracy.  
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Appendix A 
 

Comparison screenshots of ARTstor and Google Arts & Culture. 
 

 
Figure 1 ARTstor homepage as of July 3, 2017. 
 

 
Figure 2 Google Arts & Culture homepage as of July 3, 2017. 
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Appendix B 
 

Comparison screenshots of ARTstor’s “collection” view and Google Arts & Culture’s “projects” 
view. 
 

 
Figure 3 Browsing Collections in ARTstor as of July 3, 2017. 
 

 
Figure 4 Browsing Projects in Google Arts & Culture as of July 3, 2017. 
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Appendix C 
 
Comparison screenshots showing the object record display within the user interfaces of the 
Städtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus and Kunstbau, Google Arts & Culture, and ARTstor. 
 

 
Figure 5 Screenshot of image and object record available on the Städtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus and Kunstbau website. 
 

 
Figure 6 Screenshot of image and object record available on Google Arts and Culture.  
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Figure 7 Screenshot of image and object record available on ARTstor.  
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Appendix D 
 

Table including the digital surrogate image of Paul Klee’s Rose Garden available on Google Arts 
& Culture, ARTstor, and Städtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus and Kunstbau. This table can be 
used to compare the digital surrogate image quality of Paul Klee’s Rose Garden available on 
each website and database.  
 

 
Figure 8 Image from Google Arts & Culture Figure 9 Image from ARTstor 

 
Figure 10 Image from Städtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus and Kunstbau 

 


